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KWFD 

Quarterly Issues and Programs List 

April 1 – June 30, 2017 

  

Section 1.  Issues 

  

A. Health, Nutrition & Fitness:  Issues relating to medical conditions, healthy 

lifestyles and fitness 

B. Education:  Issues relating to education in our community 

C. Finance:  Guests discuss personal finance including but not limited to the 

impact of credit scores, mortgage modification, foreclosure, insurance, 

retirement, college funding and much more. 

D. Immigration:  Guests discuss important immigration reform, programs and 

services that aid the immigrant community. 

E. Community: Any local issues affecting the community whether in legislation, 

legal, housing, environment etc. 
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Section 2.  Responsive Programs 

  

A. Health, Nutrition & Fitness 

“Comunidad alDia: Detoxification” Broadcast on April 4th, 2017 11:00 PM; 

Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced community affairs 

program features a collaboration with host Leticia Mendoza and personal 

trainer Carlos Zendejas on detoxification. He explains that when we’re feeling 

fatigued, with bad digestion, headaches, constipation, and other health 

related problems it must be time to detoxify the body. He goes over different 

signs that suggest you need to detox and he also goes over several different 

and healthy options to do this. He recommends that you consult your doctor 

as well and that a proper detox diet should follow every three months for 

improved health and wellbeing.   

 “Comunidad alDia: What you need to know about supplements” 

Broadcast on April 11th, and repeated again on April 18th, 2017, 11:00 PM; 

Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced community affairs 

program features a discussion between host, Leticia Mendoza and personal 

trainer Carlos Zendejas on supplements. Most adults take one or more 

dietary supplements, such as vitamins or minerals, but it has become a trend 

to take supplements to lose weight or help you burn more calories while 

working out. In this segment, Carlos Zendejas explains why it may actually be 

harmful to take some of these supplements and answers a lot of question in 

regards to common supplements.  

“Comunidad alDia: Answering questions about weight loss and 

improving results at the gym” Broadcast on April 25th, and repeated again 

on May 9th, 2017, 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally 

produced community affairs program features a discussion between host, 

Leticia Mendoza and personal trainer Carlos Zendejas on questions that were 

sent by the audience in regards to weight loss and seeing more results from 

working out. Some viewers expressed that while they make the physical effort 

to workout they don’t see the expected results. The trainer provided answers 

to some of the questions as well as tips on how to improve results with proper 

nutrition and guidance.  

“Comunidad alDia: Tips to avoid abandoning the gym” Broadcast on May 

2nd, 2017, 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally 

produced community affairs program features a discussion between host, 

Leticia Mendoza and personal trainer Carlos Zendejas on the many reasons 
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why people abandon the gym or their workout routines and provides useful 

tips for sticking to a plan to achieve fitness and nutritious goals, which 

includes having a partner workout system, setting goals and specific plans for 

achieving measurable goals, and seeking professional help if interested and 

consulting with your doctor before beginning any rigorous workouts or diets.  

“Comunidad alDia: Medi-Cal Expands its Program” Broadcast on May 

2nd, and repeated again on May 16th, 2017 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. 

This segment of our locally produced community affairs program features a 

discussion between host, Leticia Mendoza and Amanda Robles from the 

Social Service Agency in Alameda County on the expansion of Medi-Cal’s 

program. Until recently undocumented children were only eligible for 

restricted Medi-Cal services. Usually, only emergency services were covered. 

In May, this will change and all undocumented children who receive Medi-Cal 

are eligible to receive full benefits, which includes preventive care, at the 

same level as children who are citizens.  

“Comunidad alDia: Meditation for Children” Broadcast on May 16th, 2017 

11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced 

community affairs program features a discussion between host, Leticia 

Mendoza and Fito Garcia on the importance of introducing meditation to 

children. Meditation is not only good for adults, but it is a technique that 

parents should teach children at a young age to help them throughout their 

day. An increasing number of children have been showing elevated signs of 

stress, restlessness, and anxiety starting at an early age. In this segment they 

introduced some simple meditation exercises that children could practice to 

find peace and balance.  

“Comunidad alDia: Diabetes Hand Foundation” Broadcast on June 6th, 

2017 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced 

community affairs program features a discussion between host Leticia 

Mendoza and Clara Saenzpardo, spokesperson for the Diabetes Hands 

Foundation. Today, diabetes takes more lives than breast cancer and AIDS 

combined, claiming the life of one American every three minutes. Diabetes is 

also the leading cause of blindness, kidney failure, amputations, heart failure 

and cardiac arrest. More than 370 million people live with diabetes in the 

world, and many feel alone in their struggle. However, the Diabetes Hand 

Foundation provides a place for support for people dealing with the disease 

as well as a network with people who could share this struggle.  

“Comunidad alDia: Apps to Maintain a Healthy Lifestyle” Broadcast on 

June 6th, 2017 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally 
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produced community affairs program features a discussion between host 

Leticia Mendoza and Fito Garcia on the different free applications available to 

help maintain a healthy lifestyle. Some of the applications discussed connect 

runners and cyclists, CrossFit enthusiasts, yoga, and also encourage 

meditation. The use of technology to help improve our daily lives has 

becoming a common trend in fitness and wellness. 

“Comunidad alDia: Text Neck” Broadcast on June 13th, 2017 11:00 PM; 

Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced community affairs 

program features a discussion between host Leticia Mendoza and personal 

trainer Carlos Zendejas on text neck. Text neck is the term used to describe 

the neck pain and damage sustained from looking down at your cell phone, 

tablet, or other wireless devices too frequently and for too long. Children and 

teens are especially at risk for suffering symptoms of text neck. He also 

discusses the correct posture or way to look at your phone to avoid straining 

your neck and causing pain.  

“Comunidad alDia: Myths and Facts about dieting” Broadcast on June 

20th, 2017 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally 

produced community affairs program features a discussion between host, 

Leticia Mendoza and personal trainer Carlos Zendejas on the myths and facts 

about diets. Some of the myths discussed are: skipping breakfast helps you 

lose weight, eating at night makes you gain weight, eating certain foods will 

help you burn fat, eating for “two” while pregnant, the less you eat, the more 

weight you’ll lose, exercising two hours a day will help you lose weight, 

vegetarians are healthier than people who eat meat, sweating excessively will 

help you lose fat, eating salt will make you fat, drinking water will help you 

lose weight.  

B. Education 

“Comunidad alDia: Tips to promote reading in our children” Broadcast 

on April 4th, 2017 at 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our 

locally produced community affairs program features a discussion between 

host Leticia Mendoza and Maria Alvarez, spokesperson for Common Sense 

Media on how to promote reading in our children. To transmit the value of 

reading to our young ones is not only a tribute to their life, but also to 

universal culture. Reading allows them to dream, laugh, play with reality, 

encourage curiosity, and share with the people around them, but it’s not 

always easy to inculcate reading, especially now with the new technologies 

that give access to a wider and visual world. Maria Alvarez shares some 

important tips to encourage our children to be interested in reading.  
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“Comunidad alDia: Babies and Screens” Broadcast on April 11th, and 

repeated again on April 18th, 2017 at 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This 

segment of our locally produced community affairs program features a 

discussion between host Leticia Mendoza and Maria Alvarez, spokesperson 

for Common Sense Media on what age it’s appropriate for babies and young 

children to start playing with technology. One of the questions that most 

parents make is whether or not it’s a good idea to expose children under 2 

years old to screens such as television, iPads and cell phones. Maria Alvarez 

makes some interesting recommendations for parents on the subject.  

“Comunidad alDia: How to create educational games at home for 

children” Broadcast on April 25th, and repeated again on May 9th, 2017, 

11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced 

community affairs program features a discussion between host Leticia 

Mendoza and Fito Garcia on creating games at home with children that are 

both educational and fun. With the growth of technology and the emergence 

of game applications there is no doubt that technology is here to stay, but we 

have also neglected other important aspects of growth development, such as 

team  play, or development of motor skills. In this segment we see how as a 

family you can create fun games with the children with very little to no cost.  

“Comunidad alDia: New organization that encourages technology for 

girls and women” Broadcast on April 25th, and repeated again on May 9th, 

2017, 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced 

community affairs program features a discussion between host Leticia 

Mendoza and Lorena Casillas with the organization Epic Queen. Epic Queen 

is the first organization that seeks to empower girls and women to continue to 

immerse themselves in the field of technology. They do this in two ways; one 

is to establish a local chapter in Silicon Valley (they have over 30 chapters 

worldwide) where they host monthly events to showcase women in 

technology and Code Parties, which are targeted specifically to girls ages 6-

10 and have a girl party where they also learn how to code a project of their 

choice.  

“Comunidad alDia: 5 games to strengthen learning in children” 

Broadcast on May 2nd, 2017, 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of 

our locally produced community affairs program features a discussion 

between host, Leticia Mendoza and Fito Garcia on five fun games that 

parents could play with children under age 10 that teaches them the concept 

of object permanence, appreciation, dealing with conflicts between 

participants, taking turns, and practice other skills that will enable them to 
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work effectively in teams as well as help improve their balance, agility and 

coordination.  

“Comunidad alDia: Bay Area Gardener’s Scholarship Foundation” 

Broadcast on May 2nd, 2017 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of 

our locally produced community affairs program features a discussion 

between host Leticia Mendoza and Catalino Tapia, founder of Bay Area 

Gardener’s Scholarship Foundation. The Bay Area Gardener’s Scholarship 

Foundation is celebrating its tenth anniversary where they will be awarding 

scholarships to college students who are eligible to apply. So far 172 

scholarships have been awarded and on July 9th they expect to give between 

25 to 30 scholarships. Students are encouraged to apply to this wonderful 

scholarship opportunity. The deadline is May 5th.  

“Comunidad alDia: What are the Primary Elections” Broadcast on May 

23rd, 2017 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally 

produced community affairs program features a discussion between host 

Leticia Mendoza and Luis Carlos Sanchez, Political Counselor from UC 

Berkeley on what the primary elections are, when they happen in California, 

who are the candidates, who can vote, and why it’s important that all eligible 

citizens go out and vote on June 7th for the California primary elections.  

“Comunidad alDia: How to register to vote” Broadcast on May 23rd, 2017 

11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced 

community affairs program features a discussion between host Leticia 

Mendoza and Luis Carlos Sanchez, Political Counselor from UC Berkeley on 

how to register to vote. He goes over the different options to register for the 

first time, or how to check if you’re already registered or need to make 

modification to your registration. The deadline to register to vote from the 

primary elections is May 23rd in the state of California, and the deadline to 

register to vote for the general elections is October 24th.  

“Comunidad alDia: Understanding Delegates vs Superdelegates and the 

Convention” Broadcast on May 23rd, 2017 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. 

This segment of our locally produced community affairs program features a 

discussion between host Leticia Mendoza and Luis Carlos Sanchez, Political 

Counselor from UC Berkeley on how to register to vote. He educated the 

viewers on the election process and how each state is represented by 

delegates and super delegates. He goes into detail explaining the difference 

and that these individuals partake in the democratic and republican 

conventions that take place in different states and on different weekends.  
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“Comunidad alDia: The General Elections” Broadcast on May 23rd, 2017 

11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced 

community affairs program features a discussion between host Leticia 

Mendoza and Luis Carlos Sanchez, Political Counselor from UC Berkeley on 

the general elections. He goes over the difference between the primary 

elections and the general elections, reminding people that if they did not vote 

for the primary elections they are still able to vote for the general elections as 

long as they register before October 24th. He explains that in the general 

elections you vote for who you want to be the next president of the United 

States.  

“Comunidad alDia: Learn about the most used social media 

applications” Broadcast on May 30th, 2017 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. 

This segment of our locally produced community affairs program features a 

segment with Leticia Mendoza where she teaches the audience about the top 

5 applications that have facilitated communication with our loved ones. These 

include Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitter and Snapchat.  

“Comunidad alDia: Applications to learn how to code” Broadcast on June 

20th, 2017 at 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally 

produced community affairs program features a discussion between host 

Leticia Mendoza and Maria Alvarez, spokesperson for Common Sense Media 

on free applications where children can learn how to code. Children easily 

learn how to master electronic devices and most two year olds know how to 

operate a tablet. There is a new skill that is highly sought after and 

unknowingly practiced by many children through different games, now 

children can use these games to learn this skill that can potentially get them a 

job in the future.   

“Comunidad alDia: Tips to promote reading to your children” Broadcast 

on June 27th, 2017 at 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our 

locally produced community affairs program features a discussion between 

host Leticia Mendoza and Maria Alvarez, spokesperson for Common Sense 

Media on why it’s important to promote reading to your children. Transmitting 

the value of reading to our young children is not only a tribute to their life, but 

to universal culture. Reading allows them to dream, laugh, play, it encourages 

curiosity, and to share with the people around them. But it isn’t always easy to 

inculcate reading, especially with new technologies that give access to a 

wider world. In this segment Maria Alvarez provides some useful tips to get 

children engaged in reading. 
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C. Finance 

“Comunidad alDia: La Cocina an Incubator Program for Small Food 

Businesses” Broadcast on May 16th, 2017 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. 

This segment of our locally produced community affairs program features a 

discussion between host Leticia Mendoza and Emiliana Puyana from La 

Cocina Incubator Program. The mission of La Cocina is to cultivate 

entrepreneurs while they formalize and grow their food businesses offering a 

space in a commercial kitchen at low cost, with technical assistance within the 

industry and access to opportunities to sell. They focus on women of color 

and immigrant communities. Their vision is that entrepreneurs obtain financial 

security doing what they love to do while creating an innovative, vibrant and 

economically inclusive landscape. 

 “Comunidad alDia: San Francisco Housing Expo” Broadcast June 13th, 

2017 at 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced 

community affairs program features a discussion between host Leticia 

Mendoza and Catalina Valencia from Homeownership San Francisco on the 

San Francisco Housing Expo that will be happening on Saturday June 27th, 

2017. At the housing expo individuals will be able to learn about affordable 

housing opportunities to buy or rent, including homes priced below the market 

and assistance with the down payment. They will be able to connect with free 

housing resources, as well as credit and financial management. This expo is 

also recommended to families who are having trouble making their current 

mortgage payments as they could speak to a housing counselor that may be 

able to negotiate their payments.  

D. Immigration 

“Comunidad alDia: Dreamers without Borders” Broadcast June 27th, at 

11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced 

community affairs program features a segment with Leticia Mendoza 

announcing the Dreamers without Borders program. The U.S.-Mexico 

Foundation (USMF), a US-based nonprofit organization, just launched its 

2017 “Dreamers without Borders” Program.  This program will provide 

undocumented young adults with DACA the opportunity to travel to Mexico 

from December 7th, 2017 to January 3rd, 2017. Selected beneficiaries will be 

hosted cost-free by the USMF and its partners during a 5-day stay in Mexico 

City plus 5 days in their state of origin from December 7th to 17th. 

Additionally, participants will have the opportunity to spend the Holidays with 

their family. The deadline to apply to this program is July 1st.  
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E. Community 

“Comunidad alDia: Services offered by the Alzheimer’s Association” 

Broadcast on April 4th, and repeated again on June 20th, 2017, 11:00 PM; 

Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced community affairs 

program features a segment by Leticia Mendoza and Sandra Green, Care 

Specialist of the Alzheimer’s Association. Latinos face a higher risk of 

developing Alzheimer’s disease. The risk of developing Alzheimer’s disease 

in Latinos is 1.5 times higher than in non-Hispanic whites, according to the 

report FACTS and statistics on Alzheimer’s disease 2010 Alzheimer’s 

Association. There are currently 200,000 Latinos affected by Alzheimer’s, and 

it is estimated that the figure will increase to 1.3 million by 2050.  

“Comunidad alDia: 5 Applications Recommended by the Federal 

Government” Broadcast on April 4th, and repeated again on April 11th, April 

15th, May 16th, 2017, 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our 

locally produced community affairs program features a segment by Leticia 

Mendoza on the 5 applications recommended to download by the Federal 

Government. In this digital age, smart phones allow us to easily find the 

information we seek. These are the best apps and websites optimized for 

smartphones: FEMA, IRS2Go, Pregúntale a Karen, Consumidor.ftc.gov, 

Medline Plus.  

“Comunidad alDia: Benefits of bringing people closer to reptiles” 

Broadcast on April 11th, and repeated again on April 18th, 2017 11:00 PM; 

Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced community affairs 

program features a discussion between host Leticia Mendoza and Jungle 

James from Animal Adventures on the importance of educating children and 

adults about all the amazing animals around the world. He explains that while 

reptiles have become exotic pets, most people are afraid of them and panic 

when they see them. This could lead the animal to feeling endangered and 

want to attack. However, if humans know how to behave in front of these 

reptiles and understand their behavior they would know not to panic and that 

the only reason these animals attack is due to survival.  

“Comunidad alDia: Tips for the Modern Woman” Broadcast on April 25th, 

and repeated again on May 9th, June 6th, 2017 11:00 PM; Duration 4 

minutes. This segment of our locally produced community affairs program 

features a discussion between host Leticia Mendoza with actress Eliana 

Lopez, and journalist Fabiola Kramsky, on tips for the modern woman who 

manages to juggle being a wife, mother, entrepreneurs, professionals and 

leaders in their community and how they go about their days balancing all 
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these aspects of life. They provide useful tips for busy women like themselves 

and talk about the importance of finding balance in their life to be able to 

accomplish all their roles.  

“Comunidad alDia: Health Fraud Scams” Broadcast on June 6th, and 

repeated again on June 13th, 2017 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This 

segment of our locally produced community affairs program features a 

discussion between host Leticia Mendoza and Cariny Nuñez, Public Health 

Advisor from the Office of Minority Health and FDA. Consumers are being 

bombarded constantly by advertisements for fraudulent health treatments and 

cures—dangerous scams that often target the most vulnerable. She 

discusses what a health fraud is, the most common types of health fraud 

scams, and how consumers could protect themselves and where to report 

problems with the FDA. 

“Comunidad alDia: Mex I Am a Festival Celebrating Culture” Broadcast 

on June 13th, 2017 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our 

locally produced community affairs program features a discussion between 

host Fito Garcia and Mexican General Consul of San Francisco, Andres 

Roemer on the upcoming Mexican cultural festival in July. The MEX I AM 

festival is about to make its third edition this summer and is already a major 

event in the San Francisco Bay Area . The festival has managed to position 

the image of Mexico in San Francisco as an innovative country where 

creative potential is constantly released. Programming contains music, film, 

food, visual arts, digital art, dance and workshops with recognized Mexican 

talent that are transforming in their specialty area and are proud of their 

county. There will be many free events for all the community to participate.  

“Comunidad alDia: Casa de las Madres an organization that helps 

domestic violence victims” Broadcast on June 20th, 2017 11:00 PM; 

Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally produced community affairs 

program features a discussion between host Leticia Mendoza and Rosanna 

Figueroa, spokesperson for Casa de las Madres. Nearly 3 out of 4 Americans 

know someone who is or has been a victim of domestic violence. This means 

that over 220 million of us are connected to someone affected by this. For 35 

years La Casa de las Madres have been serving the San Francisco Bay to 

ensure that silence within our community is not an option when it comes to 

domestic violence. We need to talk about it. We need our community to know 

that there are organizations like Casa de las Madres ready to support and 

assist victims.  
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“Comunidad alDia: Self Defense during Violent Attacks” Broadcast on 

June 27th, 2017 11:00 PM; Duration 4 minutes. This segment of our locally 

produced community affairs program features a discussion between host 

Leticia Mendoza and Jeremy Brown, expert in Self Defense and Firearms. 

Terrorism is the unlawful use of force or violence perpetuated by a person or 

group. Such is the case of the recent attack in Orlando and many other 

attacks that we have unfortunately seen over the years. But can we be 

prepared for such attacks? Jeremey Brown provides some useful tips to 

survive a terrorist attack. He discussed the Run-hide-flight, a 3 step 

emergency action plan in the event of an active shooting or terrorist attack. 

He also suggests to always analyze the place where you are and identify the 

emergency exits.  
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Section 3.  PSA’s & NCSA’s 

 

The following 30 second spots were aired 2Q 2017. 

 

PSA- Alcoholicos Anonimos   :30 

PSA- Alertas Sobre Estafas     :30 

PSA- Conversacion Artes     :30 

PSA- Conversacion Matematicas    :30 

PSA- Encuntra Tu Parque  :15 

PSA- Estadio Recycling Spanish   :15 

PSA- Mama Ocupada      :30 

PSA- Alzheimers Prevention    :30 

PSA- Seat belt Safety Spanish   :30 

PSA- Vida Sin Vidas           1:00 

PSA- Fiesta Toda la Noche           1:00 

PSA- Prediabetes test           :10 

PSA- Vida Sin Drogas          :30 

 

 


